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Environmental significance statement

Bioaccumulation is an important component of risk assessment of environmental pollutants; 

however, conventional methods are inadequate for quantification of uptake and depuration 

kinetics of carbon-based engineered nanomaterials (ENMs). This study proposes a rapid and 

accurate microscopy-based method for bioaccumulation quantification of insoluble ENMs, using 

a single-celled freshwater organism, ciliated protozoa and a one-compartment kinetic modeling 

approach. The method is extendable to other insoluble particulate nano- or micromaterials, such 

as plastics, whose bioaccumulation is driven by physical and dynamic processes. The results of 

the study indicate longer residence times of high-aspect-ratio ENMs in the protozoan food 

vacuoles which may pose environmental and human health risks, and warrants similar 

investigations of microfibers, the most prevalent type of microplastics in the environment.
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Uptake and Depuration of Carbon- and Boron Nitride-Based 
Nanomaterials in the Protozoa Tetrahymena thermophila
Monika Mortimer, a, b, c Timnit Kefela, b, c Anne Trinh b and Patricia A. Holden * b, c

Quantifying bioaccumulation is important in environmental contaminant risk assessment. Engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) 
are contaminants of emerging concern (CECs) that can enter organisms and bioaccumulate, but more understanding is 
needed regarding how to measure and model ENM biological uptake and elimination. Conventional chemical analysis and 
microscopic approaches inadequately differentiate ENMs from carbon-rich organisms, and thus do not allow for directly 
understanding where, and to what degree, ENMs bioaccumulate in organisms. Here we present a microscopy and image 
analysis-based approach for quantifying uptake and depuration kinetics of carbonaceous ENMs; we also apply the methods 
to boron nitride-based ENMs. The phagotrophic protist Tetrahymena thermophila was exposed to subinhibitory levels (10 
mg L-1) of multiwall carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs), carbon black (CB), hexagonal boron nitride 
flakes (hBN) and boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs). Uptake and depuration were assessed using quantitative microscopy of 
ENMs in food vacuoles, with the results for CNTs benchmarked to prior studies using 14C-labeled ENMs. Kinetically derived 
bioaccumulation factors (BCFs) indicated that only hBN was bioaccumulative, i.e. with a BCF > 1000 L kg-1. The uptake rates 
were similar for all three carbonaceous ENMs, but significantly higher and lower, respectively, for hBN and BNNTs compared 
to carbonaceous ENMs. Uptake appeared to correlate with the tapped densities of the ENMs, i.e., ratio of ENM mass to the 
volume occupied after tapping to constant volume, assumed to be representative of the ENM “packing” density in protozoan 
food vacuoles. Depuration was relatively slower for the tubular ENMs (CNTs and BNNTs) compared to planar (GNPs and 
hBN) and spherical (CB) ENMs, and the first order depuration rate coefficients measured over 2 hours correlated significantly 
(P=0.03) with ENM aspect ratios (the ratio of length to width of a particle) which were highest for the tubular ENMs. This 
suggests that intracellular residence times are longer for high-aspect-ratio ENMs due to impaired phagosomal expulsion. 
Such findings, and the approaches herein, may be relevant when considering bioaccumulation of other C-rich CECs such as 
nano- or micro-plastic particles or fibers, for which crucial environmental risk assessment data are limited.

1. Introduction
In efforts to provide solutions to global challenges like clean water 
access and energy storage, technologies centered on the use of 
engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) which vary in chemistry, 
morphology and reactivity are sought after.1 Among ENMs, carbon-
based materials constitute a major category which have high 
production volumes worldwide, are being incorporated into a wide 
range of products, and consequently pose an elevated risk for 
environmental release and exposures.2, 3 Boron nitride (BN)-based 
ENMs have emerged more recently as alternatives for carbon-based 
ENMs, with advantageous properties. Thus, their use will likely 
increase in the future,4 potentially resulting in increased 
environmental exposures.

An important part of risk assessment of chemicals is an 
evaluation of their bioaccumulation potential which is of especially 
high concern in the case of persistent materials such as 
carbonaceous ENMs. Further, both carbon- and BN-based ENM 
families include morphologically distinct materials such as planar 
(graphene and hexagonal BN flakes), tubular (carbon nanotubes or 
CNTs and boron nitride nanotubes or BNNTs) and spherical (carbon 
black) ENMs for which shape-dependent effects and interactions 
with microorganisms have been demonstrated.5, 6 This highlights the 
importance of understanding how ENM shape influences the uptake 
and elimination of ENMs which determines their bioaccumulation 
and biomagnification risk. Comparative assessment of 
bioaccumulation of differently shaped ENMs in invertebrate 
organisms has been conducted with CuO ENMs (rods, spheres and 
platelets) and indicated either shape-dependent or -non-dependent 
uptake and depuration of the ENMs in different species.7-9 The 
reason for variable results may be the chemical transformations and 
speciation of CuO in the organisms which may have affected the 
uptake, distribution and elimination of the ENMs and complicated 
the bioaccumulation profile.10 Carbon- and BN-based ENMs are 
expected to biotransform in organisms to a lesser extent than soluble 
metal-based ENMs; still ENM accumulation modeling is a highly 
debated issue since the models created for conventional solutes are 
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not applicable for ENMs.11 Biodynamic models which are based on 
kinetic exposure experiments have been deemed most suitable for 
quantifying ENM bioaccumulation because these do not assume 
equilibrium between the organism and exposure medium.10 The 
accuracy of the applied model relies largely on the knowledge about 
the relevant physiological processes driving ENM uptake kinetics and 
extent, such as the underlying uptake mechanism, ENM distribution, 
and transformations in the organism. Thus, conducting ENM 
bioaccumulation studies with organisms that have simple and well-
characterized physiology may provide a good model system for the 
initial screening of ENM bioaccumulation potential.

In addition to the uncertainties in the modeling of ENM 
bioaccumulation, there are challenges in the quantification of ENMs 
in biological matrices.12 Commonly employed quantification 
methods for carbonaceous ENMs in cells and organisms, which 
include spectroscopic (absorbance or Raman)13, 14 and spectrometric 
(quantification of metal impurities)15 methods, almost exclusively 
require ENM extraction from the biological matrix prior to 
quantitative measurements or are time and energy-intensive.16, 17 
Radiolabeling methods can provide low detection limits, but the 
experiments require specialized equipment, and generate 
radioactive waste.18, 19 Semi-quantitative approaches of CNT cellular 
uptake include sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) of the homogenized cellular sample and 
integrated optical densitometry of the CNT band in the gel image.20 
However, such approaches do not review intracellular ENM 
compartmentalization. ENM quantification at the single-cell level, 
including in environmentally relevant organisms, is afforded by 
recently reported analytical methods such as single-cell inductively 
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (SC-ICP-MS) employed with 
freshwater flagellated microalgae21 and high-throughput mass 
cytometry used to detect low levels of Au nanoparticles (NPs) in 
single cells of the ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila.22 While both 
methods enable detection of attogram (10-18 g) levels of ENMs in 
single cells, they are not applicable for non-metal ENMs and also do 
not reveal intracellular distribution.

Owing to their unusual optical and electronic properties, various 
microscopic techniques have been used for imaging carbonaceous 
ENMs in cells; these include label-free imaging with transient 
absorption microscopy,23 hyperspectral imaging,24 scanning and 
transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM)25 and confocal 
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) of fluorescently labeled 
graphene.26 However, none of these approaches are typically 
employed quantitatively. Because of the suitable cell size (tens of 
micrometers) and transparency to optical light, optical microscopy 
has been successfully used for the characterization of intracellular 
ENMs in the ciliated protozoan T. thermophila. The techniques 
include hyperspectral imaging27 and hyperspectral stimulated Raman 
scattering (SRS) microscopy,28 but these have neither been used 
quantitatively nor for carbon-based ENMs. A quantitative study for 
determining TiO2 NP masses internalized into T. thermophila food 
vacuoles has been previously conducted using electron microscopy 
(EM)-based quantitative image analysis.29 However, since EM 
requires extensive sample preparation and operation time, the 
method’s throughput for quantitative image analysis is not high.

Here, by taking advantage of the size and physiological 
properties of the ciliated protozoan T. thermophila, an optical 

microscopy and image analysis-based approach was developed to 
quantify ENM uptake and depuration, providing data for modeling 
the process kinetics. The approach allowed for facile and fast sample 
preparation and higher throughput in terms of the number of 
captured images compared to EM. The quantitative method was 
validated based on a prior study where a strong correlation was 
established between the analytical quantification of 14C-labeled CNTs 
internalized by T. thermophila and comparative semiquantification 
of unlabeled CNTs by micrograph image analysis.18 In this study, we 
developed a quantitative image analysis-based method to assess 
how the ENM material and aspect ratio affect their uptake and 
depuration. Thus, we determined the uptake and depuration kinetics 
of two carbonaceous ENMs (multiwall carbon nanotubes, CNTs, and 
graphene nanoplatelets, GNPs) and two BN-based ENMs (BNNTs and 
hexagonal boron nitride flakes, hBN) of different shapes. The ENMs 
were studied in parallel with carbon black (CB), a non-toxic and non-
bioaccumulative industrial carbon nanomaterial.30 This study 
employed the environmentally relevant model of T. thermophila, a 
eukaryotic microbe which simultaneously represents a single cell 
that is also an independently functioning organism. Additionally, the 
ciliate T. thermophila feeds by active phagocytosis, which is similar 
to the filter-feeding performed by common invertebrate model 
organisms such as crustaceans and bivalves all of which have similar 
mechanisms of particulate matter uptake. Finally, the study has 
broader implications for risk assessment of other fibrous-shaped 
micro- or nanoparticles such as plastics and fibers, considered 
emerging contaminants in the environment.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Nanomaterials

GNPs and CNTs were purchased from Cheap Tubes, Inc. (Grafton, 
VT), CB (Printex 30) from Dorsett & Jackson Inc. (Los Angeles, CA), 
and hBN and BNNT from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. (Milwaukee, WI) as 
powders. ENM stock dispersions were prepared by probe sonication 
in 400 mg L-1 of alginic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 
Nanopure water (Thermo Scientific Barnstead, Waltham, MA) as 
described elsewhere.31 Alginic acid noncovalently coated the ENMs, 
enabling stable aqueous dispersion of the hydrophobic ENMs. ENM 
hydrodynamic sizes and zeta potentials were measured in Nanopure 
water and Dryl’s medium (the exposure medium in the ENM uptake 
and depuration experiments)18 using a Zetasizer Nano ZS-90 
(Malvern Instruments, Table 1). Detailed physicochemical 
characterization of the alginic acid-dispersed ENMs has been 
reported previously.31

2.2. Cultivation of T. thermophila 

T. thermophila SB210E culture was axenically maintained by 
passaging every 3 weeks in 2 % proteose peptone broth at room 
temperature.18 For experiments, 10 mL of proteose peptone-based 
growth media (SSP, 1 % proteose peptone, 0.1 % yeast extract, 0.2 % 
dextrose, 0.003 % Fe-EDTA, all % w/v) in sterile polystyrene Petri 
plates (10 cm by 15 mm) were inoculated with 100 µL of the 
protozoan stock culture for growth in a stationary humidity chamber 
at 30 oC for 17 h.18, 29, 32 At the mid to late exponential phase, as 
determined by cell counting using a Neubauer chamber, as described 
below, the cultures were centrifuged at 1000g, 5-10 oC for 10 
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minutes. The cell pellets were suspended in 10 mL of starvation 
medium (Dryl’s medium: 2 mmol L-1 sodium citrate, 1 mmol L-1 
NaH2PO4, 1 mmol L-1 Na2HPO4, 1.5 mmol L-1 CaCl2, pH 7.4)18 and 
centrifuged at 1000g, 5-10 oC for 10 minutes. The pellets were 
resuspended in 10 mL of Dryl’s medium and transferred into clean 
Petri plates for overnight starvation in a humidity chamber at 30 oC. 
The starved T. thermophila cells were centrifuged, washed once in 
Dryl’s medium as above, and resuspended in Dryl’s medium. The cell 
concentration was adjusted to 105 cells mL-1.

2.3. Exposure of T. thermophila to ENMs

Stock dispersions of alginic acid-dispersed ENMs (200 mg L-1) in 
Nanopure water were first diluted in 2× Dryl’s medium in the ratio of 
1 : 1 and then further diluted to 20 mg L-1 in Dryl’s medium. One mL 
of each ENM dispersion (20 mg L-1) was pipetted into clear non-
treated 12-well polystyrene plates (Thermo Scientific™ Nunc™, 
Roskilde, Denmark) in two replicates, followed by 1 mL of T. 
thermophila suspension in each well, yielding the final ENM 
concentration of 10 mg L-1 and cell concentration of ~5 × 104 cells mL-

1. Dryl’s medium was used in place of the ENM dispersion for the 
control. The plates were incubated in a humidity chamber at 30 oC.

2.4. Cell counting

T. thermophila cells were counted using a Neubauer chamber and 
optical microscope. Cell samples were fixed with glutaraldehyde 
(2.5 % by volume) and stored at 4 oC until counting (less than 48 h). 
Duplicate counts were averaged for each fixed sample of at least 
three biological replicates.

2.5. Cell viability assay

T. thermophila viability after exposure to ENMs for 1 h as described 
above was determined by measuring the ATP content, as reported 
elsewhere.33 Briefly, ATP was extracted from the protozoan samples 
with an equal volume of ice-cold 4 % trichloroacetic acid (TCA) in 
4 mmol L-1 ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) disodium salt 
dihydrate and samples were stored at -20 oC until analysis. For ATP 
analysis, 100 µL of Tris–EDTA buffer (0.1 mol L-1 Tris and 2 mmol L-1 
EDTA, adjusted to pH 7.75 with acetic acid) was pipetted into the 
wells of a white 96-well microplate, and 5 µL of each thawed sample 
was added into two wells containing the buffer. Then 100 µL of ATP 
Assay Mix (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), diluted 100× with ATP 
Assay Mix Dilution Buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), was 
added to the diluted samples in the microplate wells. Luminescence 
emission (RLUsample) was measured immediately using a Cytation 3 
microplate reader (Biotek Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA). Ten µL of 
ATP (2 × 10-6 mol L-1) was then added as an internal standard and 
luminescence was recorded again (RLUATP standard). The concentration 
of ATP in each sample (CATP, in µg mL-1) was calculated according to 
the following equation:

 𝑪𝑨𝑻𝑷 =
𝑹𝑳𝑼𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒆

𝑹𝑳𝑼𝑨𝑻𝑷 𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒂𝒓𝒅
×  𝑪𝑨𝑻𝑷 𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒂𝒓𝒅

where CATP standard is the concentration of ATP standard in the reaction 
mixture, in µg mL-1. Three biological replicates were each measured 
in four technical replicates.

2.6. ENM uptake and depuration experiments

T. thermophila cells exposed to ENMs as described above were 
sampled for cell counts and microscopic imaging at 30, 45 and 60 

minutes. At each time point, the content of each well was mixed by 
gentle pipetting twice immediately prior to transferring 200 µL into 
a sterile 1.5 mL tube. The contents of the tubes were fixed with 
glutaraldehyde (2.5 % by volume), kept at room temperature for 30 
minutes and then stored at 4 oC until cell counting and microscopic 
imaging.

After 60 minutes of exposure to ENMs, the protozoa were 
separated from the uninternalized nanomaterials and fecal pellets by 
centrifugation in iodixanol (OptiPrep™) density gradient medium as 
described previously.34 Briefly, the protozoan samples were pipetted 
from the wells of the 12-well plate into 15-mL polypropylene 
centrifuge tubes and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 676g, 4 oC using a 
swinging bucket rotor. Most of the supernatant was then pipetted 
away, leaving behind approximately 0.5 mL for pellet resuspension. 
The resuspended cells were then gently pipetted onto 2 mL of 10 % 
iodixanol in a 15-mL polypropylene centrifuge tube and centrifuged 
for 5 minutes at 1864g, 4 oC. The protozoa and fecal pellets 
concentrated at the bottom of the tube, while the ENMs were in the 
upper layers of iodixanol as determined previously.34 Most of the 
iodixanol layer was pipetted away carefully to avoid remixing, then 
0.5 mL of Dryl’s medium was pipetted into the tube for pellet 
resuspension. The resuspended samples were then gently pipetted 
onto 2 mL of 20 % iodixanol in 15-mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes 
and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1864g, 4 oC. The protozoa formed 
a layer on top of the 20 % iodixanol and the fecal pellets were at the 
bottom of the tube. Therefore, 2 mL of the top layer, containing 
protozoa, were pipetted into a clean 15-mL tube, mixed with 10 mL 
of Dryl’s medium by gently inverting the tube and then centrifuged 
for 5 minutes at 676g at 4 oC. The supernatant was removed, and 
the pellets were resuspended in 1 mL of Dryl’s medium and 
transferred to the wells of a 12-well plate. The tubes were rinsed with 
1 mL of Dryl’s medium and added to the wells, bringing the final 
volume in each well to 2 mL. The protozoa in the depuration medium 
were sampled, by pipetting 100 µL from each well, immediately after 
the density gradient centrifugation and after 30, 45, 60, 120 and 180 
minutes of incubation in a humidity chamber at 30 oC. The samples 
were fixed with glutaraldehyde (2.5 % by volume), kept at room 
temperature for 30 minutes, and then stored at 4 oC until cell 
counting and microscopic imaging.

2.7. Microscopy and imaging of ENMs in T. thermophila

For the preparation of the microscopy slides, the fixed protozoan 
samples, stored at 4 oC, were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000g. 
The supernatant (120 µL) was removed, leaving ~50 µL for pellet 
resuspension. Five µL of the concentrated T. thermophila suspension 
was pipetted onto an ethanol-cleaned glass microscopy slide, 
followed by 5 µL of Mowiol 4-88 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
solution, mixed by pipetting and covered with an ethanol-cleaned 
glass coverslip. The slides were left to harden at room temperature 
for 24 h, then stored at 4 oC until imaging. The cells were imaged 
using an Olympus BX51 upright microscope, with differential 
interference contrast (DIC) optics (Nomarski microscopy), using a 
100 oil immersion objective. The images were captured using a 
Retiga 2000R QImaging Camera and the Q-Capture Pro 7 software 
(Surrey, BC, Canada). Each cell was imaged at several focal planes to 
capture all ENM-filled food vacuoles in the cell. Twenty to thirty (20 
to 30) cells were imaged per sample.
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2.8. Image analysis

Initially, the images captured from the same cell at different focal 
planes were overlayed in Photoshop and the opacity of the layers 
was adjusted so that all filled food vacuoles were in focus and visible 
in one image. The resulting images were analyzed in ImageJ to 
determine the areas of filled food vacuoles per cell. Under the 
“Analysis” tab, the scale was set to indicate the number of pixels 
corresponding to one micrometer in the image and the image type 
was set as 8-bit. Then the area of the protozoan cell was determined 
using a freehand drawing tool and the “Analyze  Measure” 
function. To quantify the areas of food vacuoles in the cell, the 
images were converted to binary images by adjusting the threshold 
so that filled food vacuoles appeared black in the white background. 
Food vacuoles of one cell were surrounded using a freehand 
selection tool to exclude any black areas in the binary image (other 
than food vacuoles) from the analysis. The area of the food vacuoles 
was determined using the “Analyze Particles” tool. Where BN-filled 
vacuoles did not have sufficient contrast to outline filled food 
vacuoles accurately in the binary images, food vacuoles were 
manually outlined using a brush tool prior to quantifying the food 
vacuole area.

2.9. Conversion of food vacuole areas to masses of ENMs per dry 
weight of protozoa 

The areas of ENM-filled food vacuoles obtained by image analysis 
were converted to mass of ENM per dry weight of protozoa. The 
following assumptions were made: (i) the total ENM area in the cell 
was equal to the sum of filled food vacuole areas in the cell; thus, the 
area of an “average” food vacuole was calculated by dividing the 
total area of ENM-filled food vacuoles by the number of filled food 
vacuoles per cell; (ii) food vacuoles had a spherical shape; the 
projected area of the average food vacuole was assumed to be 
circular, and was converted to the volume of an average food vacuole 
using the equation for the volume of a sphere; and (iii) the dry weight 
of the protozoan cell was approximately 1860 pg, as per Mielke et 
al., 2013.29 The ENM mass concentrations in protozoa were 
calculated as described previously,29 with the modification of using 
tapped densities of ENMs instead of true material densities. The 
tapped densities of the ENMs were measured according to the 
method of the International Pharmacopoeia which defines tapped 
density of a powder as an increased bulk density attained after 
mechanically tapping a container holding the powder sample.35 The 
tapped density of ENMs was assumed to be representative of the 
density of ENMs “packed” in the protozoan food vacuoles upon 
ingestion because it would take into account not only the density of 
the ENMs but the void volume between the ENMs which was 
expected to be different for tubular, planar and spherical ENMs 
employed in this study. The tapped densities of ENMs were 
measured by filling a 25-mL pre-weighed glass cylinder with ENM 
powder up to 1-mL line while tapping until the volume of the ENMs 
in the cylinder remained constant, then weighing again to determine 
the mass of the ENMs. To calculate the ENM mass per cell, the 
tapped density was multiplied by the volume of the “average” food 
vacuole and the number of food vacuoles in the cell. Finally, the ENM 
mass per dry weight of protozoa was obtained by dividing the ENM 
mass per cell by the sum of the dry weight of the cell plus ENM mass 
per cell.

2.10. Calculation of uptake and depuration rate coefficients

The uptake and depuration rate coefficients (k1 and k2, respectively) 
were calculated using the sequential method reported in the OECD 
guideline 305, Annex 5.36 The first order rate coefficients of 
depuration (k2 in h-1) were derived from the slopes of the linear 
regression of ln(ENM concentration in protozoa) versus time. The 
rate coefficients of uptake, k1 in L kg-1 dry weight (dw) h-1, were 
estimated based on nonlinear model fitting in Excel, using derived k2 
values and the equation: 

,Cp =
Cwk1

k2
(𝟏 ― 𝒆 ― 𝒌𝟐𝒕)

where Cp (mg kg-1 dw) is the ENM concentration in protozoa at time 
t (h) and Cw (mg L-1) is the ENM concentration in water (Dryl’s 
medium).

2.11. Fractal dimension analyses of CB-, GNP- and CNT-filled food 
vacuoles

Fractal dimension analyses were applied to characterize the shapes 
of the food vacuoles of the T. thermophila cells exposed to ENMs for 
60 minutes. The images of protozoa with CB-, GNP- and CNT-filled 
food vacuoles were converted into binary images as above, and the 
ImageJ plugin Fraclac37 was used to describe the morphology of the 
filled food vacuoles.38 A box-counting method was used, in which the 
fractal dimension (Df) of the irregular shapes is determined by the 
slope of the least square linear fit of the log-log plot of n and box size, 
where n is the “number of non-overlapping equal boxes needed to 
cover the outline of the shape”.39 In the built-in FracLac plugin of 
Image J, there was a total of 12 box sizes increasing linearly with a 
minimum size of 1 pixel and a maximum size of 45 % of the image 
size. The intermediate box sizes were autoselected by the FracLac 
program. A minimum grid size of 1 pixel allowed for a detailed 
analysis of the morphology of the vacuoles. Ten cells per each ENM 
treatment were analyzed.

2.12. Statistical analysis

Uptake and depuration experiments were conducted in three 
independent replicates, i.e., on three different days with freshly 
cultured and prepared protozoa. In each independent replicate 
experiment, 20 to 30 protozoan cells per ENM treatment and per 
time point were analyzed by microscopy and image analysis. 
Statistically significant differences of the means were determined 
using either one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or a two-tailed 
Student’s t-test (Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, 
WA, USA). The values reported are the means of 3 replicates ± 
standard deviation derived by error propagation.40

3. Results and discussion
3.1. ENM dispersion and characterization, and test design 
considerations
Unfunctionalized hydrophobic carbon- and BN ENMs were dispersed 
using a previously optimized protocol employing probe sonication in 
alginic acid solution.31 Alginic acid, a natural polysaccharide found in 
the cell walls of brown algae and secreted by certain environmental 
bacteria, was used herein as a suitable dispersant for ENMs, enabling 
the preparation of well-dispersed ENM stocks in Nanopure water and 
subsequent ENM dilutions in Dryl’s medium. It was also confirmed 
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areported by the manufacturer; bafter dispersion with alginic acid, measured using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) as reported previously;31, 41 ccalculated by dividing mean length by measured diameter (for CNT and BNNT) and by dividing the measured lateral 
size by thickness (for GNP and hBN); dmeasured using a Zetasizer Nano ZS-90 (Malvern Instruments Ltd.) immediately after dispersing ENMs in aqueous 
media at 10 mg L-1 as reported previously;31 SSA – specific surface area; HDD – hydrodynamic diameter; CNT – multiwall carbon nanotubes; GNP – 
graphene nanoplatelets; hBN – hexagonal boron nitride flakes; BNNT – boron nitride nanotubes; CB – carbon black; N/A – not available.

that alginic acid, at the concentration used in this study (20 mg L-1), 
was neither toxic nor growth-stimulatory to T. thermophila.31 The 
physicochemical characteristics of ENMs have been reported 
previously.31 Briefly, among the two planar ENMs employed in this 
study, GNPs had larger dimensions than hBN (Table 1), but both had 
thicknesses in the range of a few nanometers after exfoliation by 
sonication (data not shown). The two tubular ENMs, CNTs and 
BNNTs, had comparable diameters (~21 and 15 nm, respectively, 
Table 1) and lengths in the micrometer scale, as observed in TEM 
images.31 Spherical CB particles had an average diameter of < 40 nm, 
as measured by TEM (Table 1). Thus, all ENMs were in the size range 
suitable for ingestion by T. thermophila which has an average cell size 
of 20  50 µm, and for potential accumulation in the protozoan food 
vacuoles which can be as large as ~3 µm in diameter as measured in 
the current study. Although some CNTs and BNNTs may have been 
longer than 3 µm, they were bent in shape and, once dispersed in the 
aqueous media, were confirmed to form agglomerates in the size 
range of ≤ 200 nm in Nanopure water and < 500 nm in Dryl’s 
medium, based on dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements 
(Table 1). GNPs, hBN and CB were also well dispersed in both 
Nanopure water and Dryl’s medium, with average hydrodynamic 
diameters of 137-330 nm. The hydrodynamic diameters of CNTs, 
GNPs and hBN in Dryl’s medium remained unchanged over 24 h, 
however, BNNTs formed ~7-µm agglomerates (Fig. S1). Although the 
uptake phase in the current study was shorter than 24 h (1 h), the 
data indicated that BNNTs had a higher tendency to agglomerate in 
Dryl’s medium than other ENMs. However, phagocytosis was 
confirmed for all ENMs.

The concentration of ENMs for the uptake experiments was 
chosen to meet the following conditions: (i) non-toxic to T. 
thermophila, (ii) would not be too high to obstruct imaging of 
intracellular food vacuoles, i.e., ENMs would not form large 

agglomerates and coat the cell surface, and (iii) would not be too low 
to become a limiting factor of ENM uptake during the uptake phase. 
It was confirmed experimentally that 10 mg L-1 would satisfy these 
requirements in the case of all ENMs. Specifically, incubation of T. 
thermophila in Dryl’s medium, which is a mineral medium that does 
not support growth, amended with 10 mg L-1 of ENMs did not affect 
the protozoan cell concentration or viability over 1 h, i.e., the 
duration of the uptake phase (Fig. 1).

3.2. Inter-individual variability in ENM uptake and depuration in 
the protozoan populations

Food vacuoles filled with ENMs were apparent from Nomarski (DIC) 
micrographs of protozoa exposed to the various ENMs, but food 
vacuoles were not visible in the images of untreated protozoa 
(control) due to exposures in starvation media (Fig. 2A). The three 
carbon-based ENMs were readily detectable in the filled protozoan 
food vacuoles, occurring in images as dark agglomerates (Fig. 2B-D). 
In stock dispersions, hBN and BNNT appeared white and brown, 
respectively (not shown). However, Nomarski microscopy allowed 
detection of hBN and BNNT-filled food vacuoles due to their opacity 
and higher contrast compared to the rest of the cell (Fig. 2E, F). 
Internalized ENMs that appeared as densely packed ENM 
agglomerates inside the food vacuoles were clearly distinguishable 
from extracellular ENM agglomerates that were less dense and thus 
had lower contrast in micrographs (Fig. 2, black arrows).

The micrographs indicated an increase in the number of ENM-
filled food vacuoles in T. thermophila during 1 h of uptake (Fig. 2B-F). 
The average number of ENM-filled food vacuoles per protozoan cell 
increased linearly between 30–60 minutes of uptake, indicating that 
ENM concentration was not a limiting factor of the active 
phagocytosis of ENMs by T. thermophila. The average number of 
ENM-containing food vacuoles per cell increased from 2 ± 2 (range 

Table 1. Nanomaterial physicochemical characteristics.

Nano-
material

Catalog # Size, nma Size, nmb Aspect 
ratioc

SSA,
m2 g-1a

Purity, 
wt.%a

HDD, nm
(Z-potential, mV)
in Nanopure waterd

HDD, nm
(Z-potential, mV) 
in Dryl’s mediumd

CNT Sku-
030106

Diameter: 30–50, 
length: 10000–
20000

Diameter: 21 ± 7 714 60 >95 171 ± 2
(-53 ± 1)

176 ± 2
(-35 ± 1)

GNP GNP
Grade 3

Diameter: 2000, 
thickness: 8–12

Diameter: 1225 ± 797, 
thickness: 5 ± 3

245 600–750 >97 212 ± 7
(-49 ± 2)

178 ± 4
(-29 ± 0.3)

hBN 255475
Aldrich

Diameter: 1000 Diameter: 306 ± 504, 
thickness: 7 ± 5

44 N/A 98 351 ± 53
(-65 ± 1)

330 ± 33
(-40 ± 0.4)

BNNT 802824
Aldrich

Diameter: 5 ± 2, 
length: 10000

Diameter: 15 ± 9 667 >100 >50 189 ± 6
(-57 ± 1)

457 ± 42
(-35 ± 1)

CB PRINTEX® 
30

N/A Diameter: 37 ± 8 1 72 >99 177 ± 2
(-55 ± 0.5)

137 ± 8
(-39 ± 3)
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0–15) at 30 minutes to 5 ± 3 (range 0–15) at 45 minutes and 8 ± 3 
(range 0–22) at 60 minutes, although these averages did not differ 
significantly across the different ENM treatments.

Fig. 1. Total protozoan cell concentration and ATP content of the 
culture after 1-h incubation with and without ENMs (10 mg L-1) in 
Dryl’s medium (non-growing culture). ENMs did not induce 
significantly different (one-way ANOVA, F < Fcrit, i.e., the means of 
datasets are equal) changes in the cell count (P = 0.423) or ATP 
content (P = 0.283) compared to unamended control. Values are 
mean ± standard deviation (n = 3). CB – carbon black, CNT – multiwall 
carbon nanotubes, GNP – graphene nanoplatelets, hBN – hexagonal 
boron nitride flakes, and BNNT – boron nitride nanotubes.

However, the total number of food vacuoles in individual cells at 
each time point varied considerably, leading to the formation of sub-
populations with different numbers of ENM-filled food vacuoles (Fig. 
3A-C). While, expectedly, the percentage of cells with higher vacuole 
numbers increased and the percentage of empty cells decreased 
during the uptake phase, it was interesting that even after 60 
minutes of exposure to ENMs there was a certain fraction of cells 
which did not contain any food vacuoles (Fig. 3C). Intercellular 
variability in the uptake of ENMs by T. thermophila was recently 
demonstrated in a population exposed to low concentrations (ng L-1) 
of Au NPs.22 In the exposure conditions where the NP concentration 
was the limiting factor for uptake, it was demonstrated that Au NPs 
were internalized only by a small number of cells while the majority 
of the protozoan population remained devoid of NPs after 24-h 
exposure. Such accumulation of ENMs in the small fraction of the 
protozoan population suggested that the fittest members of the 
population might have ingested the available NPs, exhausting the NP 
supply or reducing the frequency at which the remaining population 
encountered and ingested NPs. However, the experiments herein 
indicated that the variability in ENM uptake among individual 
protozoan cells was not solely attributable to the availability of ENMs 
or the likelihood of the cells encountering ENMs in the medium, since 
here ENMs were provided at a sufficiently high concentration (10 mg 
L-1). Rather, such intercellular variability in food vacuole formation 
must have been caused by the physiological differences between the 
protozoa. Similar inter-individual variability in microplastic particle 
ingestion rates was recently reported in juvenile anemonefish and 
demonstrated to be correlated with the individual activity levels of 
fish.42 It was concluded by the authors that phenotype-dependent 
microplastic ingestion could have population- and community-level 
consequences due to more active individuals being at higher risk of 

pollutant exposure which may interrupt predator-prey interactions. 
Whether the variability in ENM uptake among individual protozoan 
cells also correlates with their phenotype remains to be investigated.

Fig. 2. Nomarski, or differential interference contrast (DIC), 
microscopy images of T. thermophila after incubation (A) 
without or (B-F) with ENMs (10 mg L-1) for 30, 45 or 60 minutes 
in Dryl’s medium. ENM agglomerates internalized by 
phagocytosis appear as (B-D) dark or (E-F) optically dense areas 
in the food vacuoles. Extracellular ENM agglomerates (black 
arrows) are less dense and have lower contrast than 
phagocytosed ENMs. Scale bars: 5 µm. CB – carbon black, CNT 
– multiwall carbon nanotubes, GNP – graphene nanoplatelets, 
hBN – hexagonal boron nitride flakes, and BNNT – boron nitride 
nanotubes.
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Fig. 3. The percentages of the protozoan population in arbitrarily assigned categories of total food vacuole numbers per cell (i.e., 0, 1-3, 4-10 
or 11-20) upon exposure to ENMs for (A) 30, (B) 45 and (C) 60 minutes and after depuration for (D) 60 and (E) 120 minutes and (F) 24 h. Data 
labels indicate percentages of population and similar letters indicate no statistically significant differences (p > 0.05, ANOVA and t-test) within 
the x-axis category. No letters mean that there are no statistically significant differences (p > 0.05, ANOVA) between the data within the x-
axis category. Data are the mean of three independent experiments ± SD.

It was expected that there would be no differences in the food 
vacuole numbers formed in the different ENM treatments because it 
has been established before that T. thermophila indiscriminately 
grazes on different types and sizes of ENMs, from quantum dots with 
the primary size of 5–12 nm32, 43 to metal oxide NPs that can 
agglomerate in aqueous media, forming particles with hydrodynamic 
diameters of ~200 nm – ~1200 µm,29, 44 and to CNTs that formed 
agglomerates in the size range of ~200 nm – ~1500 µm.18 Further, 
comparison of uptake of 10 nm and 20 nm Ag NPs or Au NPs by T. 
thermophila, quantified by hyperspectral imaging microscopy, 
confirmed that uptake of NPs did not depend on the primary particle 
size.27 This is in accordance with the behavior of phagotrophic 
protists in natural environments, where they graze on bacteria and 
other particulate matter to obtain nutrients with no lower limit in 
ingested particle size. Thus, as long as the particles remain below the 
upper size limit which has been estimated to be somewhere in the 
range of 2.4–10 µm,45 the uptake should not be affected by ENM 
type or size.

Similarly to the uptake phase, there was also variation in food 
vacuole numbers per cell in the depurating protozoan populations 
(Fig. 3D-F), again with no significant difference between ENM 

treatments. While after 60 minutes of depuration the highest 
percentage of protozoan cells still contained 4 to 10 filled food 
vacuoles and only between 12–17 % of cells were completely devoid 
of ENMs (Fig. 3D), by 120 minutes of depuration the distribution was 
roughly reversed, with the majority of the cells being ENM-free (37–
58 % of the population) and ~11–20 % of protozoa containing 4 to 10 
filled vacuoles (Fig. 3E). However, after 24 h, while the majority of 
the cells were cleared of ENMs, remarkably, 7–18 % of the 
population still contained 1 to 3 filled food vacuoles, while in the case 
of protozoa exposed to CB, GNPs or hBN, 2–5 % of cells included as 
many as 4 to 10 ENM-filled vacuoles (Fig. 3F). Similarly long-term 
trends in intracellular persistence of ENMs in T. thermophila were 
reported in the case of QDs;43 however, due to the small size of the 
QDs (12 nm), it was concluded that the non-depurated particles may 
have entered protozoan cells via alternative pathways to 
phagocytosis, and thus were not depurated. In the current study, 
ENMs were not small enough to enter the cells by endocytosis or 
pinocytosis, thus must have been retained in phagosomes or lyso-
phagosomes.

3.3. ENM mass per individual cells was ENM-dependent.
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The assumption that internalized ENMs, once taken up and prior to 
depuration, were confined to the food vacuoles was based on a prior 
study where a significant linear correlation was established between 
the CNT mass (quantified using 14C-labeled CNTs) per cell versus CNT 
area per cell as measured in the Nomarski microscopy images18 (Fig. 
S2A). Thus, it had been previously established that the amounts of 
CNTs in apparently filled food vacuoles were estimable from 
micrographs.18 Here, there wasn’t an effect of ENM type on the total 
numbers of food vacuoles at any given time (Fig. 3), but the sizes of 
food vacuoles appeared to vary (Fig. 2). This meant that the simple 
count of filled food vacuoles would not accurately reflect the mass of 
ENM phagocytosed. Rather, the sizes and numbers of filled food 
vacuoles had to be taken into account. Here, ENM areas per cell as 
quantified in micrographs were converted to mass-based ENM 
concentrations as described in the Materials and Methods, including 
adjusting the calculations for the densities of the various ENM types 
studied herein. For this, total areas of ENM-filled food vacuoles per 
cell (µm2) were used in the calculations of ENM mass per cell (mg) 
and the “packing” density of ENMs in the food vacuoles was 
simulated by determining the tapped densities of the ENMs as 
described in Materials and Methods. The tapped densities (Table 2) 
allowed taking into account not only the density of the ENM but the 
void volume between the ENMs in the vacuoles. The accuracy of the 
image analysis-based ENM mass calculation approach used herein 
was confirmed by comparing the calculated CNT masses per cell to 
the previously determined CNT masses per T. thermophila cell using 
analytical measurements of 14C-labeled CNTs.18 The calculations 
based on the CNT areas per cell in this study yielded CNT masses per 
cell (Fig. S2B and C) which were in the same order of magnitude as 
previously analytically measured CNT masses (Fig. S2A),18 confirming 
the accuracy of the image analysis and calculation-based approach in 
the current study.

Table 2. Measured and literature-reported tapped densities 
and literature-reported material densities of ENMs.

Nano-
material

Measured 
tapped 
densities
(g cm3 -1)*

Tapped densities 
from literature
(g cm3 -1)

Material 
densities
(g cm3 -1)

CB 0.258 0.38;46 0.3447 1.8-2.148

CNT 0.154 0.12;49 0.2250 2.151

GNP 0.369 0.2-0.452 2.353

hBN 0.499 N/A 2.3 (BN)54

BNNT 0.033 N/A 2.3 (BN)54

*The coefficient of variation (CV) of tapped density measurements was < 3%; 
N/A – not available

Differently from the food vacuole numbers in protozoa (Fig. 3), 
the calculated ENM masses based on micrograph measurements and 
conversions that included tapping density indicated statistically 
different ENM contents in protozoa exposed to different types of 
ENMs (Fig. 4). Specifically, significantly higher percentages of cells 
contained lower masses of BNNTs, and higher masses of hBN, 
compared to other types of ENMs during the uptake phase (Fig. 4A-
C). Similar trends were observed after 60 and 120 minutes of 

depuration; however, the differences were not significant in some 
cases due to large variations in the data (Fig. 4D-F). The apparent 
difference in the food vacuole number-based data (Fig. 3) and the 
ENM mass-based data (Fig. 4) indicated that even though the ENMs 
were ingested with similar rates based on the formation of food 
vacuoles, the resulting intracellular mass of the ENMs differed by 
ENM type due to their different “packing” densities in the vacuoles. 
The amount of ENMs in a food vacuole was thus determined by the 
shape of the ENM which influences its tapped or “packing” density. 
Since the shape of ENMs appeared to affect the mass of ENM per 
protozoan cell, we next sought to determine if the kinetics of ENM 
uptake and depuration were similarly affected by ENM shape.

3.4. ENM uptake and depuration kinetics

To quantitatively characterize the uptake and depuration of ENMs 
(Fig. 5), a biodynamic approach was used to derive uptake and 
depuration rate coefficients (k1 and k2, respectively, Table 3). A 
dynamic model was employed because, unlike in static models based 
on the measured chemical concentration in organisms and the 
exposure medium, the assumption of the equilibrium partitioning 
theory11 does not have to be met, and thus is applicable for ENMs.10 
It is worth noting that instead of the commonly used terminology of 
“elimination”, which is defined as “the combined process of 
metabolism, excretion, and degradation which results in ENM 
removal from an organism”,12 the term “depuration” is used here 
because no metabolism or degradation of the carbonaceous and BN-
based ENMs is expected during the relatively short exposures 
employed here; also, the CNTs were previously shown to be confined 
within the food vacuoles (i.e., the “digestive tract” of protozoa) and 
not pass into the cytoplasm as established previously.18 The simple 
one-compartment model was considered adequate because (i) only 
one type of uptake of ENMs, i.e., active phagocytosis, similarly to the 
filter-feeding process of higher organisms, was assumed due to the 
organism physiology and the hydrodynamic sizes of the ENMs; (ii) 
unlike in the case of metal ENMs, no chemical or biological 
transformations of ENMs were expected to occur which would affect 
the biodistribution or elimination kinetics of ENMs in the organism; 
and (iii) no change in the biomass of the organisms occurred during 
the uptake and depuration phases because the experiments were 
conducted in a medium which did not support protozoan growth—
confirmed by no significant changes in the cell sizes and 
concentrations during the experiments (data not shown). 
Additionally, the calculated ENM concentrations in the exposure 
media at the end of the 1-h uptake phase were in the range of 7.6–
9.9 mg L-1, indicating that ENM concentration was not considerably 
reduced from the starting concentration of 10 mg L-1. This confirmed 
that ENM concentration was not a limiting factor for ENM uptake in 
protozoa.

The ENM concentration in protozoa increased from 0 to 1 h, and 
steady state was not reached as evidenced from the uptake curves 
which did not reach a plateau by 1 h (Fig. 5A, C, E, G, I). At 1 h, 
protozoa had internalized 4400 ± 1700 mg kg-1 dw of CB, 4800 ± 
2200 mg kg-1 dw of CNTs, and 3800 ± 1300 mg kg-1 dw of GNPs, which 
did not differ significantly across the ENMs (p > 0.05, ANOVA). 
However, the concentration of hBN in protozoa after 1-h uptake was 
significantly higher (10,200 ± 5200 mg kg-1 dw), and of BNNT 
significantly lower (560 ± 240 mg kg-1 dw), compared to the carbon-
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Fig. 4. The percentages of the protozoan population in arbitrarily assigned categories of ENM mass per cell (i.e., 0, 10-14-10-12, 10-12-10-11 and 
>10-11 g) upon exposure to ENMs for (A) 30, (B) 45 and (C) 60 minutes and after depuration for (D) 60 and (E) 120 minutes and (F) 24 h. Data 
labels indicate percentages of population and similar letters indicate no statistically significant differences (p > 0.05, ANOVA and t-test) within 
the x-axis category. No letters mean that there are no statistically significant differences (p > 0.05, ANOVA) between the data within the x-
axis category. Data are the mean of three independent experiments ± SD.

based ENMs. These differences are explainable by the different 
tapped densities of BN-based ENMs than those of the carbonaceous 
ENMs (Table 2). Even though the uptake phase here was only for 1 h, 
it was assumed that depuration had occurred during the uptake 
phase, because literature-reported food vacuole processing times of 
T. thermophila range from 30 minutes to 2 h,55 thus the sequential 
calculation of k1 and k2 was justified. The uptake rate coefficients 
were determined to be similar for all three carbonaceous ENMs, but 
significantly higher for hBN and significantly lower for BNNTs 
compared to carbon-based ENMs (Table 3). There are only a few 
studies that have used kinetic models to characterize 
bioaccumulation of non-soluble ENMs in environmental model 
organisms. Thus, the ENM uptake rate coefficients for these 
organisms are presented here for comparison, even though they 
have a different physiology than protozoa which likely affects ENM 
ingestion. Uptake rate coefficients (k1) of CNTs in zebrafish Danio 
rerio were reported to be ~10 L kg-1 h-1 56 and in green microalgae 
85 L kg-1 h-1,57 both values modeled using a one-compartment kinetic 
model. The same modeling approach was also used to describe the 
uptake of TiO2 NPs in waterborne exposure of nematodes, resulting 

in the kinetic uptake rate coefficients ranging between ~ 10–240 L kg-

1 h-1, depending on the biological replicate experiment.58 Thus, the 
uptake rate coefficients determined in the current study for T. 
thermophila are in the similar range (considering the relatively large 
variability of the data) or slightly higher, in the case of hBN (Table 3).

Depuration rate coefficients (k2) were calculated separately for 
1 h and 2 h of depuration (Table 3). The one-hour k2 was used for 
modeling the uptake rate coefficient (k1), since the uptake phase 
lasted for 1 h. However, since the majority of the ENMs were 
depurated from the protozoa by the end of 2 h, two-hour k2 values 
were calculated to characterize the depuration of ENMs. For 
comparison, CNTs which accumulated in the zebrafish gut had an 
elimination rate coefficient of 0.14 h-1,56 and the growth-corrected 
elimination rate coefficient of CNTs in a growing culture of green 
microalgae was 0.008 h-1.57 The elimination rate coefficient of TiO2 
NPs in nematodes was ~0.4 h-1.58 These k2 values are lower than the 
depuration rate coefficients determined in the current study, likely 
due to physiological differences of the organisms and also longer 
elimination phases used in the other studies (24–72 h) than here 
(2 h). Here, protozoa had depurated 76–93 % of the total ENM body 
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Table 3. ENM uptake (k1) and depuration (k2) rate coefficients (mean ± STDEV; n = 3) calculated over 1 h of uptake and 
1 or 2 h of depuration, respectively, percentages of ENMs in protozoa after 2-h and 24-h depuration, the body burden 
of ENMs in protozoa after 24-h depuration (mean ± propagated error, n = 2) and bioconcentration factors (BCFs).

% ENM retained in 
protozoa* after 
depuration for

Nano-
material

k1,
L kg-1 dw h-1

(1 h)

k2,
h-1

(1 h)

k2,
h-1

(2 h)
2 h 24 h

Body burden 
after 24 h 
depuration, 
mg kg-1 dw

BCF,
L kg-1,
(k1/k2)

CB 292 ± 6a 0.90 ± 0.6 1.45 ± 0.9 12 ± 12 0.6 ± 0.9 65 ± 268a, b 323

CNT 399 ± 186a, b 0.53 ± 0.4 1.08 ± 0.5 16 ± 9.2† 9 ± 12 100 ± 195a, b 755

GNP 276 ± 117a 0.96 ± 1.4 1.53 ± 0.9 11 ± 10 1.4± 0.7† 69 ± 171b 287

hBN 856 ± 239b 0.72 ± 0.1 1.57 ± 0.7 7.4 ± 5.3 1.8 ± 0.3† 210 ± 407a, b 1184

BNNT 39 ± 9c 0.38 ± 04 0.92 ± 0.5 24 ± 19 1.3 ± 0.8 2.4 ± 6.2a 103

* % ENM retained in protozoa compared to the body burden after 1-h uptake and in the beginning of depuration, † significantly different 
values from zero (p < 0.05, one-sample t-test). Different letters indicate significantly different values in the column. No letters indicate no 
significant differences between the values in a column (p < 0.05; two-sample t-test).

burden taken up during the 1-h uptake phase by the end of 2-h 
depuration (Table 3). By 24 h of depuration, the remaining ENM body 
burden had reduced to ~0.6–9%, indicating further depuration of 
ENMs after 2 h but at a much slower rate. However, statistical 
analysis indicated that, due to large variability of the data, only the 
mean % CNT retained after 2h and mean % GNP and % hBN retained 
after 24h significantly differed from zero. Still, there existed a 
population of protozoa that did not fully depurate ENMs from the 
food vacuoles even after 24 h. Incomplete depuration of CNTs and 
graphene has been previously reported in the case of a filter-feeding 
crustacean Daphnia magna. It was shown that 60 % of graphene 
which had accumulated in D. magna during 24-h exposure at 
100 µg L-1, was retained in the organisms during the 10-h depuration 
phase.59 Similarly, in another study, 46–100 % of graphene—
depending on the exposure concentration (50–250 µg L-1)—
remained in D. magna by the end of the depuration phase, while 
algae as a food source induced 100 % depuration.60 Also, it was 
demonstrated that D. magna exposed to CNTs at 0.4 mg L-1 for 48 h 
were unable to excrete CNTs during the 24-h depuration period, 
while the addition of algae during depuration induced the release of 
50–85 % of CNTs from the crustaceans.61 In zebrafish, size-
dependent retention of graphene has been reported.62 While both 
smaller (~30 nm) and larger (~500 nm) graphene layers were taken 
up by the zebrafish, the larger ENMs were almost completely 
eliminated from the organisms in 12 h, and up to 70 % of the smaller 
particles was retained in fish by the end of the 120-h depuration 
phase. These studies suggest that retention of ENMs in the 
organisms’ guts for prolonged time periods may occur, and 

depuration is highly dependent on food availability which is usually 
not abundant in natural environments.

3.5. Bioconcentration of ENMs 

Bioconcentration factors (BCFs, calculated as a ratio of k1 and k2 at 
1 h) indicated that most of the studied ENMs (CB, CNTs, GNPs and 
BNNTs) could not be considered bioaccumulative in T. thermophila 
according to the regulatory guidelines used by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency63 which define “bioaccumulative” 
compounds as the ones having BCF > 1000 L kg-1 (Table 3). The only 
ENM which had a BCF exceeding the threshold of 1000 L kg-1 was 
hBN, indicating that this material was taken up by the protozoa more 
efficiently than it was depurated. This was also reflected by the 
highest residual body burden in T. thermophila after 24 h of 
depuration compared to other ENMs. Although not exceeding 1000 
L kg-1, the BCF of CNTs was the highest among the carbonaceous 
ENMs and higher than the BCF of BNNTs. CNTs were also retained in 
the protozoa at the second-highest mass concentration after hBN, 
indicating a higher bioaccumulative potential for these two ENMs. In 
other studies where BCF has been calculated using the same 
approach as here (i.e., from the ratio k1/k2), CNTs were determined 
to have a BCF of 70 L kg-1 in zebrafish56 and as high as 4722 L kg-1 in 
green microalgae,57 illustrating the effect of physiology and modes 
of uptake and depuration of CNTs in these organisms. Namely, since 
CNTs mainly were accumulating in the zebrafish gut, they were 
efficiently depurated; however, in green algae, CNTs were 
internalized in the cytoplasm, resulting in slower elimination. High 
BCF values (> 5000 L kg-1, a threshold for “very bioaccumulative” 
substances)63 for CNTs have previously been reported for D. 
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magna61, 64 and T. thermophila,18 and for graphene in D. magna and 
T. thermophila;19 however, these values were calculated as ratios of 
ENM concentrations in the organisms and the medium at the end or 
during the uptake phase of ENMs, and thus are not directly 
comparable to the BCF values obtained herein using the kinetic 
approach.

3.6. High aspect ratio ENMs had longer residence times in 
protozoa 

Due to the large variability in the data from the biological replicate 
experiments, there were no statistically significant differences 
between different ENMs regarding the depuration rate coefficients 
and % ENM retained in the protozoa (Table 3). Still, certain trends 
emerged: the two tubular ENMs (CNTs and BNNTs), i.e, high-aspect 
ratio ENMs (Table 1), were depurated relatively more slowly than the 
lower aspect ratio ENMs: planar (GNPs and hBN) or spherical ENMs 
(CB) based on the 1-h and 2-h depuration rate coefficients (k2, Table 
3). Indeed, linear regression analysis showed significant correlation 
(P=0.03) between the first order 2-h depuration rate coefficients and 
ENM aspect ratios (Fig. S3). Also, after 2 h of depuration, CNTs and 
BNNTs were retained in protozoa at relatively higher levels than 
other ENMs (Table 3). By 24 h, CNTs were still retained at the highest 
level (~9 %), while BNNTs appeared to have been depurated to levels 
comparable to those for hBN and GNPs (~1.3 %). CB, declared non-
bioaccumulative in aquatic environments due to its insolubility in 
water,30 was retained in protozoa at the lowest levels (~0.6 %) after 
24 h depuration. However, when the body burdens of ENMs at 24 h 
of depuration were compared based on the ENM mass 
concentrations in protozoa, hBN was present intracellularly at the 
highest and BNNT at the lowest levels, even though they were 
significantly different only from the body burden levels of GNPs 
(Table 3). The apparent, albeit not statistically significant, difference 
between the mass concentrations of the two BN materials retained 
in the protozoa was likely due to the different tapped densities of 
hBN and BNNTs (Table 2) which allowed more efficient packing of 
hBN in the food vacuoles. This resulted in greater intracellular 
masses of the hBN than BNNTs, highlighting the significance of the 
ENM shape in cellular uptake and accumulation.

Still, the relatively lower initial depuration rate coefficients (at 1 
and 2 h; Table 3) indicated that the high-aspect-ratio ENMs (CNTs 
and BNNTs) had longer residence times in the protozoa as compared 
to the other ENMs (Fig. S3). To explore further if shape might have 
played a role in the slower depuration of ENMs, possibly due to 
changing the shape of the food vacuoles which might have affected 
their intracellular transport and consequently excretion of the 
content, fractal dimension analyses of the ENM-filled food vacuoles 
were carried out. The numerical values of fractal dimensions (Df) 
measure shape complexity where the values close to 1 are 
characteristic of shapes with lower complexity, i.e., spheres in the 
case of food vacuoles; the corollary is that values higher than 1 
indicate more complex and irregular shapes. Our measurements 
indicated that, as hypothesized, CNT-filled food vacuoles had higher 
irregularity (Df = 1.12 ± 0.06) than GNP- or CB-filled food vacuoles (Df 
= 1.06 ± 0.09 and 1.07 ± 0.10, respectively), indicating that the uptake 
of high aspect-ratio ENMs caused the formation of deformed food 
vacuoles which may have been associated with a hindered 
depuration process. The hBN or BNNT-filled food vacuoles were 

excluded from the fractal dimension analysis because of the lower 
contrast of the food vacuole shapes in the images, and thus less 
accurate food vacuole shape visualization.

Fig. 5. Uptake and depuration kinetics of (A, B) carbon black, (C, D) 
multiwall carbon nanotubes, (E, F) graphene nanoplatelets, (G, H) 
hexagonal boron nitride flakes and (I, J) boron nitride nanotubes. The 
data points are mean ± propagated errors (n = 3). The lines in the 
uptake graphs indicate non-linear regression model fitting and the 
lines in depuration graphs are exponential trendlines.

The influence of ENM shape on ENM uptake and accumulation in 
invertebrate organisms has only been explored in a limited number 
of studies, and the results have varied from no effect of shape to 
preferential bioaccumulation of rod-shaped or tubular ENMs. For 
example, three separate studies conducted with the same set of CuO 
spheres, platelets and rods, but with a different sediment-dwelling 
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organism, demonstrated that, while deposit-feeding worms 
accumulated higher amounts of CuO rods than spheres or platelets,7 
there was no shape-dependence in the uptake and depuration of the 
CuO ENMs in freshwater gastropods8 and sediment polychaeta.9 
Since CuO ENMs may dissolve to some extent, their bioaccumulation 
and distribution in the organisms may be affected by the dissolved 
copper and other chemical transformations of the ENMs. Thus, the 
results may not be comparable to the current study of carbon- and 
BN-based ENMs which are insoluble. Regarding shape-dependent 
bioaccumulation studies of insoluble ENMs, the distribution and 
accumulation of TiO2 spheres and tubes were compared in paddy 
microcosms, and different bioaccumulation patterns were 
established for the two ENMs.65 However, the reasons were unclear, 
and it was proposed that the bioaccumulation of differently shaped 
TiO2 ENMs depended on the organism size, physiology and feeding 
pattern as well as the size and agglomeration extent of the ENMs.65 
Regarding carbon-based ENMs, their size-dependent uptake and 
elimination have been demonstrated in mammalian macrophages 
which, similarly to the ciliates used as model organisms here, 
internalize particulate matter by phagocytosis. The uptake of CNTs 
by macrophages was shown to increase linearly with the dynamic 
size of CNT bundles in the medium (ranging from ~ 30 to ~400 nm).14 
Another study demonstrated that the uptake of single-walled CNTs 
by macrophages did not depend on the length of the nanotubes as 
long as the CNTs were < 1 µm, but the exocytosis was shown to be 
length-dependent with longer CNTs being eliminated more slowly 
than shorter CNTs.20 These studies indicate that the interactions of 
long fibrous ENMs with cells and subcellular compartments such as 
phagosomes relate to their physical properties, and are likely 
different from non-fibrous ENMs.

3.7. Broader implications

Similarly to ENMs studied here, microplastics are insoluble 
particulate materials, and their bioaccumulation studies are 
complicated by the lack of quantitative analytical methods and 
standard test designs. Also, the bioaccumulation of microplastic 
particles is driven by physical processes, not thermodynamic 
equilibria, and is dynamic, not steady state, due to particle 
agglomeration, dispersion, settling and other physico-chemical 
processes which affect particle interactions with the organisms.10, 12, 

66 Due to the difficulties with quantification, there is limited data on 
the uptake and depuration kinetics of microplastic particles. 
However, some published studies indicate that there may be a 
reason for concern, especially regarding the bioaccumulation of 
environmentally prevalent non-spherical secondary microplastics.67-

71 Novel single-cell-based methods for uptake and depuration 
quantification of particulate matter may, after test- and material-
specific adjustments, prove applicable also for micro- or nanoplastics 
studies.

Conclusions
The current study provides a rapid and accurate methodological 
approach for determining uptake and depuration kinetics by the 
single-celled freshwater organism, ciliated protozoa, of 
insoluble ENMs which are in the size range of phagocytosable 
particles (< 10 µm). The organism’s physiology and feeding 

pattern facilitate optical microscopy image analysis and the 
conversion of the data to intracellular particle mass 
concentrations which allow quantitative measurements and 
expression of the results in the units conventionally used in 
bioaccumulation characterization. This permits the comparison 
of the uptake and depuration rates with the respective values 
determined in other studies and other organisms using different 
analytical methods. The use of a single-celled filter-feeding 
organism can also contribute to the efforts of reduction of 
animal use for in vivo testing if incorporated into tiered 
bioaccumulation testing72 of insoluble particulate pollutants. 
Inter-individual variation in ENM uptake and depuration 
observed here in protozoa is a phenomenon that has been 
demonstrated also in the case of higher organisms such as fish, 
suggesting that ciliates may be employed as models for studying 
ecological impacts of the ingestion of ENMs or microplastics. 
Considering the widely reported high variation in ENM uptake 
rates across different species,57, 58 the factors driving this 
variation warrant further investigation.

The method presented herein is mainly limited to insoluble 
larger (hydrodynamic diameter or at least one dimension > 100 
nm)28, 73 ENMs. This is due to measuring the food vacuole-
confined ENMs and not the dissolved fraction of soluble metal-
based ENMs or small ENMs which could potentially be taken up 
by alternative pathways to phagocytosis such as endocytosis 
through the cell membrane.28, 32, 43, 74 Regardless, the image 
analysis-based method herein provides a verifiable means of 
quantifying uptake and depuration of carbon-based ENMs 
which otherwise significantly lack facile quantification methods.
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